
Visual Treatment 
	
The Plaza is a seven 11-minute episode web series based on the making of a low 
budget, live, variety show. 
 
Primarily set on location in the historic Plaza theatre, which has had little to no 
updating for the past 80 years. Utilizing the contrast between the decor and the 
characters to comment on how this generation is using the tools they have from 
previous generations and creating something new in the house of their 
forefathers, breathing new life into old in our own grassroots indie style. The 
series will be shot mockumentary style with the exception of sit down interviews 
(talking heads). As the cast is made up of improv comedians various lines will be 
improvised on the spot and we want to capture all of the real moments. The 
reality of the film style will allow the audience to feel more connected with the 
characters and get to know their personalities. The camera techniques will be 
similar to The Office and Parks and Rec and the feel will be similar to College 
Humour’s videos.  
 
Within the series the cast will make short films. These films will be shot 
cinematically. A large part of the success of Late Night at the Plaza has come from 
the original short films. We will utilize the short films within the series to 
showcase the beauty of storytelling through film. This allows us to demonstrate 
various types of filmmaking techniques, whether the team is making a short film 
that is a thriller or a music video.  
 
The special effects will be done by carefully curating the most ridiculous, 
nonsensical way to do a special effect for comedic purposes. For example, when 
someone gets hit by a car the shot will quickly change to a stuffed dummy 
standing on the road getting hit by the car. The effects relate back to how creative 
the characters must get in order to bring their ideas to life, due to lack of budget 
and supplies.  
 
There will be clever 4th wall breaks within the series as it progresses. Our goal is 
to make the audience feel as though they are apart of an inside joke. We plan to 
progress the wall breaks throughout the season and eventually lead up to a big 
brilliant punch line in the 4th season that was planted in the first season. To do 
this we will show the cast occasionally commenting on crew around them. 
Making fun of purposeful continuity errors and seemingly amateur filmmaker 
mistakes.  
 
The color scheme will be a nod to red and yellow with hints of green as a baseline. 
The show, however, will be overall extremely colourful. This will be accomplished 
through warm lighting and the use of the natural red and yellow of the interior of 
the theatre. The characters costumes will be over the top and chosen to represent 
each characters spirit.  
 
It is important for us to accentuate emotions through camera angles and the 
placement of each character. Characters will be lit pending their emotional state 
at the time of the interaction. Most of the series takes place during the day and we 
plan to use natural and practical lights as much as possible in order to make the 
scene feel real.  


